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                            Inmet: weather forecast between April 8th and 24th, 2024
                        

                        
                            Between the 8th and 15th of April, the week could see large amounts of rain, which could exceed 80,0 millimeters, especially in the north of the country
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                        Adama announces Maxentis fungicide in Europe
        

        
            It is a pesticide with the active ingredients azoxystrobin (133 g/L) and prothioconazole (100 g/L)
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                        John Deere announces the arrival of the X9 harvester in Brazil
        

        
            The machine can be traded through a pre-sales program; the X9 harvester is available in the X9 1000 model, with a grain tank of 14.800 liters capacity
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                        Sustainable and low-cost traps help control the main banana pest
        

        
            Using cut pieces of stem, a technique monitors and combats the rhizome borer
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                        El Niño affects seed production in the south of the country
        

        
            Shortage in the last harvest could limit expansion in autumn/winter crops in the region
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                        'Pulverization Adjuvants' Program welcomes citrus growers in Jundiaí (SP)
        

        
            Meeting reinforced the importance of functionality seal for products and the advances made by research in the area
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                        Research advances understanding of photosynthesis
        

        
            The study not only deepens understanding of the molecular basis of photosynthesis, but also opens avenues for significant improvements in agricultural production
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                        Agriculture Commission debates difficulties in activating Proagro
        

        
            Meeting will be held by the Agriculture Committee of the Chamber of Deputies on the 11th
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                        BNDES provides an additional R$1,4 billion for the 2023-24 Harvest Plan
        

        
            Bank has already approved more than R$28 billion, in more than 120 thousand operations, for the 2023-2024 Harvest Plan
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                        Cooperja monitors the presence of rice leafhoppers and assists producers
        

        
            With a rapid reproduction cycle, sogata can also develop in other grasses, such as canevão and cattle grass.
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                        Cities on the border with Argentina suffer from dangerous onion infestation
        

        
            Porto Xavier and São Borja, in Rio Grande do Sul, have an outbreak of insects in onions; agricultural auditors are in action to prevent greater risk
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                        UFSM opens Advanced Farm 360 Technology Room
        

        
            Space created in partnership with Massey Ferguson will boost the development of knowledge in precision agriculture and benefit 600 students per year
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                        Fertilizer deliveries grew 8,3% in January
        

        
            The State of Mato Grosso remains the leader in deliveries, concentrating 28,6% of the total, with one million tons
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                        Orion performs live on Innovations in Biologicals for Sustainable Agriculture
        

        
            The online event, scheduled for April 16th at 20 pm, will be attended by agronomist Elmar Luiz Floss
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                        DVA announces return to the agrochemicals market in Brazil through Agroallianz SA
        

        
            After a hiatus that began in 2015, when it ceased operations due to contractual issues, the group returns with investments in technologies
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                        UPL has new global head of research and development
        

        
            Walter Dias was recently promoted to the position; the agronomist has been with the company for more than three years
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                        Funcafé will make more than R$6,886 billion available for the 2024-25 harvest
        

        
            The proposal was approved by the Technical Committee of the Coffee Policy Deliberative Council during a meeting at the Ministry of Agriculture
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                        Agricultural Risk Management Thematic Chamber is launched
        

        
            The launch took place during the Workshop on Agricultural Risk Management, held at the Ministry of Agriculture
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                        Brazil-USA Partnership invests US$2 million in research on Aluminum tolerance
        

        
            Embrapa Milho e Sorgo, in partnership with important American institutions, obtained approval for an innovative project financed by the National Science Foundation
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                        Two-spotted spider mite: a growing problem in cotton cultivation
        
        
            By Jacob Crosariol Netto and Guilherme Gomes Rolim (Instituto Mato Grosso do Algodão); Raphael de Campos Castilho (Esalq/USP); Eduardo Moreira Barros (Barros Plant Protection); and Daniela de Lima Viana (Comdeagro)
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                        Ford Ranger Raptor arrives more equipped in new version
        

        
            The model now comes with towing preparation as standard, with capacity to tow 2.240 kg
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                        Bahia Farm Show 2024 is launched in a climate of optimism in the countryside
        

        
            The 18th edition has a consolidated infrastructure; The event takes place between June 11th and 15th and expects to surpass the 100.262 visitors of the last edition
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                        Agricultural auditors seize a load of flour containing rat urine in Paraná
        

        
            The amount seized would be enough to make one million French-style breads
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                        Cowpea and açaí are included in PGPAF bonuses calculated by Conab
        

        
            The program benefits crops whose prices received by the producer were below the guarantee
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                        Operation Piratas do Agro seizes 37 tons of counterfeit pesticides in Goiás
        

        
            Pesticide falsification scheme was dismantled in an action carried out by Agrodefesa in conjunction with Mapa, PMGO and Technical-Scientific Police
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                        Epamig's work on biological pest control sparks interest in the Netherlands
        

        
            Professor from Wageningen University visited the Company's Unit in Viçosa to learn about the work and prospect partnerships
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                        Rio Grande do Sul will have heavy rains for the next few days
        

        
            The most significant volumes of rain for the next few days are expected for the North Coast, Campos de Cima da Serra and Vale do Taquari
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                        Syngenta joins Biologicals and Seedcare in Brazil
        

        
            The name used became "Syngenta Biologicals and Seedcare", which represents a business unit, not a type of merger
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                        Soy reaches the final stage of the production cycle and harvest advances in Rio Grande do Sul
        

        
            Around 51% of crops are in the maturation process, and the remainder are predominantly in the final stage of grain filling
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                                        Citriculture occupies 54% of the fruit area in Paraná
                

                
                    The most recent data from Deral, from 2022, shows that Paraná cultivated approximately 29 thousand hectares of citrus fruits
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                                        São Paulo Department of Agriculture launches Cotton, Corn and Soy Sector Chamber
                

                
                    At the launch event, phytosanitary measures were also presented for Weevil Control in Cotton and Rust Control in Soybeans in the State
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                                        Agrishow 2024 will have more than 100 new exhibitors and improved infrastructure
                

                
                    With 520 thousand square meters dedicated to presenting the sector's main technologies and innovations on the market, the fair should welcome people from more than 50 countries
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                                        Pasture fertilization in soils in the center-west and south of Brazil
                

                
                    By Eliana Geremia, livestock specialist at Mosaic Fertilizandos
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                                        DroneShow Robotics 2024 takes place from May 21st to 23rd
                

                
                    Event will present innovations in drones for inspections, logistics and spraying
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                        Agrotalk Show presents themes about geopolitics and the role of agriculture in the Brazilian macroeconomy
        

        
            Event takes place on April 28th, in Ribeirão Preto (SP)
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